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For Sale-- H::mda 450 motorcycle 
(1967; only 3000 miles one owner) 
and bike trailer. Write Jules Archer, 
Pine Plains, N.Y. 12567. 
Wanted: apt/house for 1 starting 
Sept. 1. 0!11 518-537-4343 Write 
box 472. 
For Sale -- Companent record 
player. VM turntable. AR2 speakers. 
Solid State Sterea Midland Amp. $70. 
Write box 532. 
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These people will deeide our fate. 
On May 13 the faculty and administration members above will vote 
on the proposal of the Comrrittee to Study and Review Present 
Polides on Faculty Evaluation, Appointment and Tenure. No one 
is quite sure how the vote will go. IM urge you to talk with those 
people you know on the above list between now and May 13. Make 
sure they understand the importance of the meeting and attend it. 
Let them know how you feel about the Committees report. Passing 
this proposal can mean a new life for Bard. 
Committee report in: 
faculty vote May 13 will teil tale 
The following are excerpts of the 
report of the 1Committee to Study 
Evaluation, Appointments and 
Tenure. The excerpted cover areas 
that ar~ felt by many to represent 
the major changes that are recom-
mended in the Report. The com-
mittee, now discharged from its work 
which it has been pursuing since 
the end of last semester, was formed 
in response to student demands. The 
demands involved a controversy 
over the firing of Carl Black, during 
which the students went out on 
strike to achieve reform of faculty 
proeesses as weil as to gain the 
re-hiring of M. Black. This report, 
which can be read in its entirety by 
obtaining copies at the Library, or 
the Post Office, is the response to 
the first of the student demnds. 
(Black is currently appealinq the 
decision regarding his re-hiring.) 
TO: The Faculty of Bard College 
FR9M: The committee to study and 
rev1ew present policies on faculty 
evaluation, appointments, and tenure. 
The attached documents are presented 
t~ the faculty of the College as mo-
tlons to be acted upon at the next 
faculty meeting. 
RESOLVED,That the attached doc-
uments, subject to the approval of 
the Board of Trustees become the 
policy of Bard Colleg~ relating to all 
matters of appointment, reappoint-
ment, evalu~tion, dismissal, tenure, 
and promot1on and, 
That the attached documents become 
effective at the beginning of the aca-
demic year, July 1970, except 
That any contract arrangements made 
prior to the effective date of the 
attached documents be adjusted in 
advance as hereinafter provided, and, 
That these documents shall supercer1e 
all existing policy statements and 
agreements except as hereinafter 
specified. 
I. Document entitled "Appointment 
of New Faculty 
11. Document entitled "Criteria for 
Reappointment, Tenure and Promo-
tion" 
lii. Document entitled "Faculty Eval-
uation" 
A. Untenured teachers now under 
contract to the College shall be eval-
uated according toa timetable appro-
priate to such new contract arrange-
ments as might be made under the 
provisions of IV, 2, below. 
B. Tenured teachers who received 
tenure first effective for the academic 
year 1966 · 67 (who have completed 
four years of tenured service in June 
1970) shall be evaluated in the aca- ' 
demic year 1970- 71. Teachers who 
received tenure prior to July 1, 1966, 
shall be scheduled for evaluation, 
after a drawing by lot, in the year 
1970- 71 and the two subsequent 
years, except those teachers Vlho are 
within five years of retirement for 
to pg. 4 
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There are several truly striking things about 
the Evaluation,Appointment and Tenure 
Committee's report. 
First, it is the first major document relating to 
power on all levels in which students are in-
cluded on all levels. 
Secondly, it wrests power from the clinched 
hands of the Senior Members Committee~ a 
move which was long overdue. While this 
Cbmmittees actual power may rise and tall, its 
potential for behind the scenes mimipulation 
is always high. 
Thirdly, it makes absolute provisions for some 
student evaluation of faculty menbers, even 
tenured ones. It makes no one indespensible. 
The faculty members at Bard who oppose this 
document will probably have myriad reasons. 
But basically they will have failed to reaJ the 
writing on the educational wall. 
As the article on page 5, from the AAUP news-
paper indicates, the problems that will be delt 
with on Miy 13 have not so much to do with 





To the Editor: 
Would the Observer please print the 
following open letter: 
Mr. Bertelsmam: 
You're pleading to know what's 
bothering us. Then maybe you can 
help me. You see, l'm in a dilemma: 
I don't know VIA"Iat to believe---what 
you say or what you do. Because now 
l've run into both and from here 
they seem contradictory. 
You say nice things about rational 
and dispassionate discussion, about 
"Bard spirit," and about the value 
of student's contributions. Yet just 
four weeks ago what did you do 
when three Upper College majors (Bonnie Marcus, Bruce Warshavsky, 
and myself) requested (dispassion-
ately) to be present at your "informal' 
Divisonal meeting as silent observors 
(not even contributing)? We felt that 
the agenda was vitally important to 
students and bore directly on our 
long and hard work of the previous 
weeks for change in our Division ---
work that had met only inertia, 
hostility, and plenty of words. What 
was you response, Mr. Bertelsmmn? 
Please leave. Why? You said it was just an informal personal gathering 
and we wouldn't be interested. 
lnterested, Mr. Bertelsmann? We're 
not interested when you restructure 
the power in our Division and discuss 
the relationships between departments 
It was real hard for us to understand 
this. What happened to your ;,basic 
bei i ef that students have the right to 
be heard and the ability to make 
valuable contributions?" Your 
"Bard spirit" seems a myth to re-
enforce your control. It means evad-
ing direet complaints and dissatis-
faction by diver:ting them into 
bureaucratic channels where they 
can be stalled, talked, and voted to 
death until students give up, have 
finals, graduate, or go away. One 
of your associates at that meeting 
wouldn't even let me say why we 
were there .. He storped out shouting 
that he was "ashamed" that students 
and history teachers were allowed 
into the room! Was that a dose of 
the "Bard spirit?" Another one of 
your colleagues told me afterwards 
that it was the "psychological 
presence" of students that disturbed 
the faculty. According to him 
the professars get uptight and cannot 
talk freely or honestly about our 
Divison if the people they are paid 
to teach are seated in the .same room! 
letters 
Is that the "Bardian thing?" The 
reaction of the teachers at that 
meeting, led by you, to our concern 
and peaceful approach hardly pro-
motes trust and cooperation in the 
future. 
M. Bertelsmann, it you think you can 
dismiss or expiain our discontent as 
an "unrealistic desire for instant 
gratification" or as a "fashionable 
belief" oras "frustration" over EPC 
and Student Senate or the "outside 
environment" playing perhaps "the 
major" role --- then you must share 
responsibility for confrontation 
tactics. The problem is right here, 
right now at Bard and if communica-
tion is breaking down it's because stu-
dents have encountered words instead 
of response, found inflexibility 
dressed in rhetoric. 
David G. Schardt 
To the Editor of the Bard Observer: 
I wsh to correct what appears to be 
an error in the pseudonymous letter 
to the Editor on page four of the 
April 15 issut! of the Observer. 
It is there stated that the student 
body of the College has almost 
doubled in the past eight years, with-
out one addition to educational, 
housing or recreational facilities. 
The period cited is April 15, 1962 to 
date. In that time, student population 
has increased from 371 in 1962 to 651 
this year, and the following educatiön-
al, recreational and housing facilities 
have been added by construction, 
purchase or gift, or otherwise first 
become available for student use: 
Schuyler House, Sottery Hall, Manor 
House, Robbins House, Library levels 
four and five, Procter Art Center, 
the Bookstore, 28 newly built singles 
in Robbins House, the language lab-
oratory, six tennis courts, and com-




An open letter to the campus com-
munity: 
There has been a state emergencv in 
Berkeley for the last two days. wth 
no foreseeable end in sight. There 
have been more than 60 kidnappings 
to page six 
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CAMPUS UNREST SPREADS 3 
The American Campus -- (CPS) --
Campus unrest continues to spread 
through the nation. 
University of Kansas-- Curfew violat-
ing students battled police for the 
second straight night April 21 during 
unrest over black students' grievances. 
An estirrated $2 million worth of 
damage was done to the University's 
student center by a firebombing 
and subsequent.blaze April 20. A 
firetruck was struck with two bullets 
in one of several incidents involving 
gun play. Additional fires were 
reported in an off-campus housing 
area April 21. Tense campus race 
relations and racial disturbances at 
a high school in Lawrence, home of 
the University, were credited with 
triggering the unrest. 
Penn State -- Militant students fire-
bombed eight buildings and stoned 
the President's home April 20, forcing 
him to flee with his family. The 
unrest followed a raliy by 900 stu-
dents protesting the arrest of31 
students Apr i I 15 Vlho sat i n th e 
administration building to protest 
University torpedo research for the 
government. 
About 50 students have begun a 
second sit-in of the administration 
building at University Park in defience 
of a court injunction. Their demands 
include open enrollment, the break-
ing of all ties with the.military, 
including research, open enrollment, 
support for Black Panther Bobby 
Sealein hismurderand conspiracy 
trials and an end to intimidation of 
students through the use of court 
injuctions. Annesty for the 31 
arrested April 15 is also a major 
issue. 
Fires ~~~ere set in five women's dormi-
tories, a classroom building, office 
building and a cottage. The fires 
were put out quickly. Wndows 
in ten other buildings vir r. . broken. 
Pennsylvania State troc.pr:r:; were 
called onto the carrpus. 
"Dear Dr. Schoenfeld: 
To be blunt, l'm scared. I was smoking 
some grass about 3 weeks ago and I 
started to teel dizzy. Next thing I 
remember is waking up on the floor and 
being told l'd been unconscious about 
7 minutes. 
This wouldn't bug me so much except 
that I can remember cc.ming close to 
blacking out 4 times when I was young-
er: in pre-school, at the blackboard in 
a writing class in the thfrd grade, at 
confirmatian when I was about 11, and 
ata wedding when I was about 15. 
All of these tirres l've fainted were when 
I was very uptight, I ike wanting to be 
somewhere else, so I 've usually figured 
it's just some psychological trip --- like 
I shut nyself off when l'm threatened. 
Do you think seeing a head doctor would 
do any good? I can't afford a private 
doctor." 
ANSWE R: Recently I treated a student 
for bizarre symptoms after he'd smoked 
marijuana from a waterpipe with a 
group of friends . He had been noncom-
municative for several hours before bei ng 
brought to the hospital. 
SUNY Stonybrook -- More than 20 
students at the State University of 
New York at Stony Brook continue 
in the fourth day of a hunger strike in 
protest of Department of Defense 
Research on the calltUS. The demand 
to end all DOD research, first raised 
in a series of demonstrations 
April 13-17. arose from opposition to 
the DOD, its rrenipulations and its 
influence of higher education. 
The protesters are encouraging sympa-
thy aetions on the Stony Brook 
Campus, and, out of the belief that 
CASE LECJURE 
This spring's James H. Case, Jr. 
Memonal Lecture, honoring the late 
Dr. Case, president of Bard in the 
fifties, will take the form of a 
3-week series of lectures a symposium 
dealing with arthitectur~ and urban 
and land planning. 
Lectures on April 28 and 29 were 
given by Arthur Jones and Augustus 
Baxter. Mr. Jones, an architect who 
was Assistant Professor of Architec-
ture at the University of New Me,..ic:o 
from 1966-69. spoke on "What 
Ar:chitects Have Seen Thinking 
About." Mr. Baxter isa Planning 
Administrator, ard is the Executive 
Director of the Architects' Workshop 
of the American Institute of 
Architects in Philadelphia. 
The following week, on May 5 and 6, 
the lecturers will be Richard Reynolds, 
Urban Geographer and Land Planning 
Consultant, and a Lecturer in 
Landscape Pf"chitecture at universities 
in California, whose topic will be 
"Ecology, Architecture and the 
Landscape," and Denise Scott Brown, 
an architect, city planner, and a 
Design Critic at Yale University, who 
will speak on "South Street: The 
Architect in Community Planning." 
Miss Brown on "Learning from 
Las Vegas : New Directions from 
New. Sources" on May 13, and the 
arch1tect Robert Venturi Professor of 
Architecture at Yale Uni~ersity whose 
talk is titled "The Decorated Shed: 
Meaning and Symbolismin Architec-
ture" on May 14. 
!he lectures will be held at 8:30p.m. 
111 Procter Art Center and will be 
followed by open discussion. 
I 
When I first saw him he was lyingon the 
floor face down trying to crawl away 
from his friends. Then he crawled into 
a corner undera stretcher, obviously 
terrified. He couldn't be talked down 
(as most people can on bad trips) so I 
had the nurse give him a tranquilizer by 
injection. Withi-n a feV'i ninutes, long be-
fore the effects of the tranquilizer could 
have taken effect, he was responding in 
a norma! manner. 
The student told me similar experiences 
had occurred before he had ever used 
rnarijuana. I referred him toa neurologist 
to determine whether any physical cause 
could be found for his behavior. 
You should have a thorough physical 
examination soon. Perhaps you are 
eligible for private medical care through 
one of the weltare programs even if you 
are otherwise self-supporting. Call your 
county weltare departinent to learn 
whether you qualify as a "medical in-
digent." 
"Dear Dr. Schoenfeld: 
Recently, our area has been bom-
barded with a spot radio commercial 
"presented in the public intarest by 
the A.M.A." regarding rrarijuana, which 
eliminating DOD research on one cam-
pus would net have the far-reachinP. 
results neeessarv to effect basic 
educational and social reform, the\' 
are asking for ~i;nilarly-orient~:d 
aetions on other campuses across 
the nation. 
The strike is scheduled to continue 
until such time as either the DOD 
contracts are rescinded or until the 
University is shutdown. 
Yale University --The Student Senate 
has endorsed a campus strike called 
by a coalition of black groups from 
Yale and the New Haven, Conn. comm 
unity over the murder trial of 14 
Black Panthers (including Bobby Se~lle) 
believed widely to be a frame up. A 
meeting of 4,500 students and 
faculty members broke up April 21 
without reaching a conclusive 
decision about supporting the strike. 
University of Mchigan -- Eight students 
have filed a $2,000,000 suit 
aga i nst Sheriff Douglas Harvey, 
maintaining their constitutional rights 
were violated when their hair was 
cut very whort while they ~~~ere 
being held briefly in the county jail 
during a massive student strike this 
month on the AnnArbor campus. 
Hobart College -- College officials 
locked the ROTC offiees and class-
rooms after 1 OO students sat-in. 
The students were from Hobart and its 
sister college for women William 
Smith in Geneva, N.Y. 
University of California at Davis--
Students at this traditionally conser-
vative campus have begun a strike 
against ROTC. 
Central Missouri State College --The 
top three elected student leaders 
have been placed on probation for 
advocating the circulation of a peti-
tion to request the resignation of the 
college president, Warren C. Lovinger. 
The student government, in reaction 
to the probations, said, "Perhaps 
adults will have a better understanding 
refers to it as a "noxious weed," 
implies that its use could lead to rren-
tal disorders and ends with the ex-
hortation that "minds are for thinking, 
not fumigating." 
What is your opinion of this sort of 
advertising on the part of the A.M.A?" 
ANSWER : Marijuana is neither a 
noxious weed nor a harmless flower. 
Nlost people find its effects beneficial 
or merely enjoyable when used in 
moderation. Others receive no etteet 
from the drug, bum out or, in rare 
cases, become temporarily psychotic. 
The sam description could be given to 
alcohol. 
The A.M.A. marijuana message is 
considered by some to be an anti-
drug induced distortion of reality. 
"Dear [)". Schoenfeld: 
The discussion of male and temale 
urination postures in your recent 
column blew my nind. It must have 
been a put on! 
Justincase it wasn't, however, let 
me say that there is no psychological 
reason why women can't urinate in 
a standing position. As a matter of 
of why many young peopte are turn-
ing to violence if they will examine 
what is going on at Central Mssouri 
State College ... CMSC students have 
not resorted to violence .or takeovers 
to achieve their goals and have disco-
vared that 'going through channels' 
simply does not work." The govern-
rrent termed the administration "re -




A group of students met Thursday. 
April 16, to form a group that would 
marshall support for the Tenure 
Document that has just been released. 
The group, calling itself the Students 
For Structural Reform(SSR), elected a 
Steering Comrrittee of eight to coordi-
nate the group's action in the coming 
weeks. Formed to support the results 
of the Tenure Committee's work 
since the strike of last tall, many of tht 
manbers of the SSR were involved 
with that eftort. 
tenure 
document 
from page 5 
F. any other conduct that re tleets 
unfavorably, and in adireet and 
substantial way, on the fitness of a 
faculty rrember in the performance 
of his professional functiot1s. 
Academic Freedom 
All rrembers of the faculty, 11\hether 
tenured or not are entitled to academic 
freedom as set forth in the 1940 
Statement of Principles on Academic 
Freedom and Tenure, formulatad by 
the Association of American Colleges 
and the American Association of 
Univa-sity Professors. 
Adequate cause for a dismissal re-
lated, directly and substantially, to 
the fitness of the faculty merrber in 
his professional capacity as a teacher. 
DismissaiiNill not be used to restrain 
faculty members in their exercise of 
academic freedom or other rights of 
American citi7.ens. 
Copyright, 1970 by 
Eugene Schoenfeld, M.D. 
fact, this was the case in ancient 
Egypt, according to Herodotus. The 
necessity of these positions is all in 
the mind. f"m surprised Womeri's 
Liberatian hasn't caught on to that 
one. 
Sorre ehieks (sie) I know are insulted 
by being repeatedly told they can't 
urinate standing up and are threat-
ening to have a piss-in." 
ANSWE R: My seeretarv and several 
other temale members ofthe Hip 
Pocrates research arm (or whatever) 
decided to test your hypothesis. 
The concensus was that barring prac-
tice and an absence of undergarments 
your friends had better bring a change 
of clothes should their demonstration 
come to pass. 
***************************** 
Q.~!.Q!:.:.J:Ijp_P_p~@!..8!. is a collection 
of letters and answers published by 
Grove Press. $.95 paperbound. 
****************************** 
Dr. Schoenfeld welcomes your letters. 
Write to him at 1611 San Pablo Ave., 
Berkeley, California 94702 
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tenure document meets 
from pg. 1 
age in the year 1970- 71, who shall 
not be evaluated. 
IV. Document entitled "Policy on 
Faculty Appointment, Reappoint· 
ment, and Tenure" 
A. All new teachers wth contracts 
beginning their employment at the 
College Ju ly 1, 1970 or thereafter 
shall be hired under provisions of 
this document, uniess contracts have 
already been written which cannot be 
altered. 
B. All untenured faculty members now 
under contract to the Coilege shall be 
given one, two or three year contracts, 
beginning July 1, 1970, after consul· 
tations between the President, the 
division, and the faculty member, 
fixing the year and semester of future 
evaluations in a IT8nner following the 
guidelines and principles in the at-
tached document as far as possible. 
This shall not prolonga tenure deeis-
ian beyond a time now understood to 
exist, and these contract arrangements 
shall not allow for a probationary 
period longer than would exist in the 
documents now in force. 
C. The provision in IV, A, 3, in the 
attached document, coneerning the 
giving of twelve months notice before 
the expiratian of an appointment 
after two or more years at Bard, shall 
not become effective until September, 
'1971, after which time such notice 
must be given. 
V. Document entitled "Policy on 
,Termination of Appointments" 
VI. That the attached docurrent en-
titled "Faculty Evaluation" shall ex-
pire at the end of the academic year 
1974, and that notice of such expir-
atian shall be attached to the docu-
ment. 
VII. That the following committee 
be formed: 
Committee on Student Evaluations 
A. Membership: Three faculty mem-
bers and three students. 
B. Duties 
1 . To gather IT8terials from the 
"Project to imprave college teach-
ing," of the AAUP, and other 
sources. 
2. To establish sound student eval-
uation procedures and a method of 
administering them which can be 
used once each semester ineach 
class, and to explc.re and make 
recommendations for evaluations 
from graduating seniars and alumni. 
3. To report not later than April 
15, 1971. 
The committee to study and review 
present policies on faculty evaluation, 
appointments, and tenure, submits 
these documents as its final recom-
mendation; it considers its original 
purpose completed; it recommends 
that the President declare the com-
mittee discharged. 
Members: 
Students: Mark Zuckerman and 
Bruce Chilton (AMDD, one alternate), 
Katherine Stokley {SS), Alexander 
Bazelow (NS) and Ruth Danon 
(L and U 
Trustee: David Schwab 
Administration: Carl M. Selinger 
Faculty: Jacob Grosberg (AMDD) 
Fred Crane (SS), Peter Skiff (NS), ' 
and William Walter (L and U, Chair-
man. 
Appointment of New Faculty 
Committee on Vacancies 
A. Membership 
1. Three faculty merrbers who have 
been at the College at least one 
year, elected from the whole faculty 
2. Three students who have been 
at the College at leastone year, 
elected from the student body at 
large. 
3. The Dean, ~_:p_f_fJ!:lo 
B. Duties 
1. To consult wth the faculty senate 
and to ealleet evidence relevant to 
the need for specific appointments, 
including consultation with depart-
mental and divisional chairmen and 
interested students. 
2. To initiate appointment proced-
ures whenever an appointment is 
authorized. 
3. To consult with the President as 
to the budget available and the rank 
at which a particular positian will 
be filled, though it will often be 
possible to adjust salary and rank to 
the qualifications and experience 
of desirable candidates. 
4. To appoint an appropriate sub-
committee to search and interview 
for each appointment. 
Sub-Committees on Vacancies 
A. Membership 
1. At least two members of the 
faculty with relevant professional 
qualifications appointed in consul-
tation .with the Division. 
2. Two students who have declared 
majars in the field in which the 
prospective candidate is to teach. 
3. At least one elected member of 
the Committee on Vacancies, if 
not already included in the above. 
Members of the sub-Committees on 
Vacnncies should consider the follow-
ing avenues of recruiting: 
a. Communication with people 
already known to us answering our 
requ irements. 
b. lnquiry by direet approach 
through colleagues in other insti-
tutions. 
e. Responseto unsolicited letters 
of application bearin!l evidence of 
exceptional education, profess 
creative, intellectual, and teact 
qualifications. 
d. Candidates in placement reg 
at the variaus professional socit 
meetings, and whatever other . 
placement agencies the commi1 
deems appropriate. 
Criteria fm B..eappoin.troent Ienu aru:LP~ioo.. ..--
1. Teaching ability 
----------
This is the paramount criterion. 
Teaching is an art which eludes pr 
cise evaluation. Charisma, person• 
style, the flair for nurturing loyalt 
to a discipline, humor, the force e 
character --- these are among the 
qualities which can contribute to 
teaching and which do not lend tt 
selves to precise measurement. Tt 
may consist, in some instances, of 
imperviousness or abrasiveness in 
ner, of irony or obliquity in prese 
tation. But whatever the constitu 
of outstanding teaching excellenc• 
its presence isalmost always reco~ 
nized by a concensus of both facu 
and students. When such a conce1 
exists, it should override other co1 
erations. 
Gertain aspects of teaching ability 
of such a nature that some objecti 
evidence can be gathered about th 
A. The teaching of courses 
1. The ability to communicate 
knowledge. 
2. Enterprise, energy, and inte1 
in th~ field, and in teaching. 
3. Development of new course 
4. Complementing the teachin~ 
areas of colleagues, especially i 
small departrnents. 
5. Willingness to discuss the co 
tent and method of one's cour 
with students. 
B. Other forms of teaching 
1. Effectiveness in advising at e 
level s. 
MODERATION NOT JOB INTERVIE 
Note from the striking Government 
sophomores: 
Apparently the ball is rolling swiftly 
and students throughout the college 
are refusing to moderate. To all 
those students involved in the 
maderatian controversy we would 
like to suggest the following position, 
which is our own, as a point of refer-
ence. 
A large part of that which is 
meaningful at Bard is found in the 
preparation and completion of the 
Senior Project. To use an over-
worked cliche, the Senior Project 
contributes tremendously to Bard's 
"uniqueness." Most of the objective 
polemies surrounding maderatian seem 
to start from the conelusian that 
maderatian plays an irreplaceable 
role in relation to competent Senior 
Projects. We will start from this 
pre-occupation to build up our 
analysis of the faults discernable in 
the present maderatian system. 
lnitially, we do not believe that 
maderatian ean be maintain'ed as an 
entegral part of a series of proeesses 
designed to proteet the quality of 
the Senior Project. I n other words, 
maderatian is not responsible for 
whatever degree of "quälity" exists 
in the upper college. It appears to 
us that the arnount of productiveness, 
spontaneity, and creativity in the 
upper college is due to the structure 
of the edueational system at Bard, 
or due at least to that part of the 
structure which fosters debate, 
investigation, reinterpretation, and 
creativity. But there exists a "sub-
system" lllhich prevents the etticient 
functioning of the debating process. 
This sub-system initiates and enforces 
the division between students and 
professars (which here seems to be an 
unconscious phenomenon for the 
most part), and we see moderation 
as definitely part of the division. 
The current manifestalions of this 
sub-system (moderation, faculty 
hiring procedures etc.) are all the 
progeny of role playing; student 
carrp v. faculty camp. Thereis 
certainly no need for a function to 
be artifieially elevated by an assumed 
role, and artificially and unconsciously 
furthered by a pracess such as 
moderation. It is virtually inconcei-
vable to us that the situation in the 
upper college is enhanced by this 
type of unconscious role playing. 
That a Senior Project cannot be 
created which reflects the full poten-
tial of the author is in this instance 
logically obvious. I n these circum-
stances a fully developed discourse 
is hampered. 
In the Government department 
virtually all Senior Projects are 
written, so the faculty is desirous of 
some mechanism which tests for 
writing aptitude. Hence the modera· 
tion paper comes into the foreground. 
The direet relationship between a 
ten pagepaperand a one hundred page 
paper is not clear, so it appears that 
it is not those things which the 
maderatian paper directly reveal which 
are of primary importance. The 
paper, and of course, the maderatian 
session itself, are designed to deter-
mine and gage student proficiency 
in a specific discipline. But this 
proficiency should be clear before 
the session (through class work etc.) 
and a contradiction is apparent. 
So the argument establishing the 
maderatian as an integral part of 
the Project pracess falls by the way-
side. But there are other reasons for 
the defen~e of moderation. It is 
elaimed that maderatian eneaurages a 
dialogue, that it presents an academic 
challenge, and that it prevents the 
promotion of deadweight into the 
Upper College. 
Can a meaningful dialogue really exist 
in the moderation context, where 
one student is interviewed by three 
professors? · Certainly it isa mistake, 
at Bard at least, to maintain that 
students and professars are inherently 
antagonistic towards one another. 
But to expect a student to confront a 
board and present and defend his 
views without intimidation is illogical. 
The maderatian is not a doctorate 
review, it is not a job interview, and 
it is not a graduate record examina-
tion. Why should the pressures and 
tensions of these latter sessions be 
similar to moderation? Are the Upper 
College and the Project really that 
big a step away from the Lower 
College? The ideal at Bard is to 
further dialoque and eneourage 
spontaneous reciproeity in a 
faculty-student discussions. We 
teel that maderatian prevents this 
ideal from becoming a reality. 
Maderatian could be seenasa 
second admissions procedure, set up 
to eliminate deadweight from the 
upper college. This is unnecessary. 
Only about 7% or 8% are failed 1n 
moderation. Assume a senior class 
size of about seventy. Without 
maderatian only six or seven students 
would be in the upper col!ege which 
otherwise V\Ould not have been. This 
is not a sufficient problem to warrant 
the establishment of maderatian 
proceedings. We don't real ly believe 
that significant numbers drop out of 
school in lieu of moderation, and 
furthermore this clouds the issues as 
to where the blame for the high 
rucial 
, 
2. Performance on maderatian and 
senior project boards, and the 
preparation for them. 
3. Maintenanre of office hours and 
general accessibility to students. 
4. Writing informative criteria 
sheets of value to students. 
A. Productive scholarship and/or 
artistic productivity as judged by 
colleagues in the field. 
B. Knowledge of the field and growth 
in such knowledge. 
C. Gen~ral I ntellectual growth. 
D. Professional contacts outside the 
College. 
E. Activity in professional and com-
munity organizations. 
lii. f~g_~_!!~_~_E~~~.!!~~ 
A The work of every faculty member 
shall be formllly evaluated at least 
once every five years. · 
B. Faculty merrbers not on tenure 
shall be evaluated at least once during 
each contractual period and in suf-
ficient tirre for any noti~e of non-
reappointment to be given not later 
than the dates specified in the Policy 
~:>n Ter"ls of Faculty Appointment, 
1tem 6. 
C. No decision on promations shall 
be made on the basis of evaluations 
more than two years old. 
Although the committees are charged 
wi!h the responsibility of making 
recommendations for promotion as 
weil as tenure, it should be borne in 
mind that each is a means to separate 
though related, ends. ' 
Tenure isa means to ( 1) freedom of 
teaching and research and of extra-
murai activities and (2) <l sufficient 
degree of economic security to make 
the professian at!ractive to men and 
trition rate really lies. 
failu~es of slouchers in the upper 
>liege could not be delt with 
therwise, then there would be some 
artial merit to the present modera-
on system. Butcases do arise in the 
pper college where requirements are 
ot rret and responsibilities are 
merally ignored, and these students 
·e eliminated from the specific 
'!partment (or are forced to find 
lother advisor). There is no need 
>ra second admissions policy when 
·ofessors can admittedly eliminate 
; their advisee any student who they 
·el does not meet certain objective 
andards. lf the present system were 
)ne away with, the task of finding a 
illing advisor would have to be 
1ouldered by the student, and this 
1ould be a welcomed development. 
should be evident by now that the 
)ntroversy surrounding maderatian 
part of a larger entity, with the 
udent desire for self-determination • 
;suming the vanguard positian in that 
rger conflict. This is clearly our 
1ief concern. We reject the assumed 
>le of the faculty as judges issuing 
nai decrees about our academic 
1tures. To use a popular concept, 
liS is not consonant with the Bard 
pirit. But so far the eminent role 
f dialogue has not been used, 
faculty vote ·may 13 
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V~K>men of ability. 
Tenure, usually given relatively early 
in a teacher's career, is given, from 
the institution's point of view, as 
earnest for promise. 
Promotion and its concommitant 
remuneration, is a means to the e~­
couragement of distinguished achieve-
":lent by offering incentive, recogni-
tlon, and reward. Promotion then 
should not be considered an ~utom~tic 
consequence of time-serving. 
A Divisional Evaluation Committee 
shcJI be formed by each Division 
every tall semester before October 1 . 
These comnittees shall serve for one 
academic year. 
A. Membership 
1. Voting members: 
a. Three faculty members (and 
one alternatel elected by the en-
tire Division(in a single preferential 
ballot). One semester's prior em-
ployment at Bard is required for 
voting or candidacy. Teachers to 
be evaluated by the committee are 
not eligible for candidacy. 
b. Two upper colle!J! students 
(and one alternate), ITBjors in the 
division, who have been tuli-time 
students at Bard for at least one 
semester prior to election. These 
students shall be elected by majors 
in the division who have been full-
tirre students at Bard for at least 
one semester prior to the election. 
The student elections shall be con-
ducted by EPC, using a single pre-
ferential ballot. 
2. Non-voting member: A repre-
sentative from the department of 
the teacher being evaluated if that 
dP.partment is not otherwise repre-
sented on the committee. This 
representative shall attend only 
those meetings concerned with the 
evaluation of teachers in his de-
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partment. He shall be elected by 
the members of his department. 
3. The committee shall elect its 
own chairiTBn. 
~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~ 
A College Review Committee shalrbe 
formed every tall semester before 
October 15. This committee shall 
serve for one academic year. 
A. Membership 
1. Voting members: 
a. Three faculty merrbers (and 
three alternates) elected at large 
by the assembled faculty (in a 
single preferential ballot). Th ey 
shall be elected froma slate com-
pesed of faculty rrembers elected 
to serve on the Divisional EvaJu-
atian Committees and such other 
faculty members as might be nom-
inated from the floor. One semes-
ter's prior employment at Bard is 
required for voting or candidacy. 
Teachers to be evaluated by the 
committee are not eligible for 
candidacy. 
b. Three students (and three alter-
nates) VIAlo have been full-time stu-
dents at Bard for at least one year 
previous to election or who have 
been elected toa Divisional Eval-
uation Cormittee. They shall be 
elected from a state composed of 
student members elected to the 
Divisional Evaluation Committees 
and other students nominated by 
ten-signature petitions. The elec-
tions shall be conducted by EPC 
in a single preferential ballot. All 
students may vote who have been 
full-tirre students at Bard for at 
leastone prior semester. 
2. Non-voting members: 
a. The Dean of the College 
b. The President of the College 
B. Duties and Procedures 
This committee shall have its first 
meeting, and elect its own chairman, 
no later than October 22. 
1. To check thoroughness of div-
isional evaluations, see that all 
required procedures have been com-
plied with, and that all documents 
have been assembled and forwarded. 
2. To review all divisional recom-
mendations, with special emphasis 
on issues relating to college-wilile 
policy. 
3. To deliberate and make recom-
mendations to the President of the 
College regarding reappointment 
and reappointment with tenure. 
~~n_!i~~n_!~ll_!y 
All statements made and documents 
used in these procedures shall be 
considered confidential. 
Policy on Termination of Appoint-
mems-----------------
I. Groundsfor Termination 
Termination of an appointment with 
tenure, or of a special or probationary 
appointment before the end of a 
specified contractual term may be 
effected, by the College only for ade-
quate cause. "Adequate cause" as 
used in this policy means 
A. demonstrable firiancial exigency; 
or 
B. bona fide discontinuance of a 
program of instruction; or 
e. prolanged inability to perform 
contractual obligation; or 
D. retusal to perform contractual 
obligations; or 
E. failure to perform contractual 
abiigations in accordance with rec-
oqnized professional standards; or 
to page 3 
more is demanded of us 
The privileges of college and uni-
versity faculty members --- including 
tenure --- ar~ coming under attack 
from several quarters. 
Ata recent meeting of the National 
Catholic Educational Association, 
a number of speakers charged that 
entrenched faculty privilege was a 
chief cause of higher education's 
problems. 
"Until we solve the problem of the 
faculty, \1\e're not going to solve the 
problems of students, or of the uni-
versity," said the Very Rev. Robert 
. J. Henle, president of Georgetown 
University. "We must completely 
review the whole question of ranks, 
teaching loads, and tenure." 
The source of many university prob-
lems, said Charles H. Malik, professor 
of philosophy at the American Uni-
versity of Beirut, "is not the students, 
but the faculty --- the kind of philo-
sophy and attitude they have been 
disseminating." 
Mr. Malik, former president of the 
United Nations General Assembly, 
suggested that the tenure system be 
revised. He said he recognized that 
important considerations of academic 
freedom led to the establishment of 
the system of tenure, but he added, 
"To allow tenure to tyrannize a 
university ... is an abuse." 
Mr. Malik proposed that universities 
set up committees to review the status 
of all tenured faculty members per-
iodically. 
Father Henle urged colleges and uni-
versities to adopt changes in the MY 
faculty members are rewarded. "We 
must truly reward educational acti-
vity," he said. "In theory, thereis 
no conflict between teaching and 
research, but in practice there is." 
A better system of hiring, evaluating, 
and rewarding faculty members 
"must be found," Father Henle said . 
Any such system, he continued, 
should be set up in line with the pur-
poses of the institution. 
"We've been pushed into a stereatype 
of who you hire and how you hire 
them," he said. "lnstitutions have 
prostituted ranks and teaching loads 
to attract faculty." 
History shows that static forms that 
refused to change have produced 
revolutionary situations, Father Henle 
warned. "lf we do nothing, we're 
going to have a university system 
that is more and more uniform, rmre 
and rmre stereotyped, and more and 
more ineffective." 
Another speaker, Victor C. Ferkiss, 
professor of government at George-
town University, said that mu ch ad-
ministrative and faculty resistance 
to change "is an attempt to preserve 
special privilege, and is based on nar-
rowness, insecurity, and Philistinism. 
"lf we teel superior to our students, 
as in some ways we are, because of 
our greater learning and experience, 
then we should remember that more 
is demanded of us and our derelic-
tions will be judged more harshly 
than theirs," he said. 
The great power that faculty mem-
bers have was discussed by David 
O'Brien, associate professor of his-
tory at College of the Holy Cross. 
He said: "The professor complains 
of the administration's power and 
sees himsetf beset by ignorant bu-
reaucrats and an incurably anti-
intellectual populace. 
"His relations to his students par-
take of the benign irrage of Mr. Chips 
or the less absurd but more vicious 
image of the goddess of justice 
measuring the inteileets of his charges 
ag~inst standards inherent in the 
discipline. 
"Seldom, if ever, will sucn men ag-
mit that they passess enormous 
power in society or arbitrary power 
over their students." 
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FIGHTING THE GOOD 
FIGHT ... OR HERF WE GO 
AGAIN ... . 
CATOF 
TAlL S 
Over the past year l've written many 
. times about the sheriff, and what I 
teel is his vindictive singling out of 
·' Bard. Obviously, by now, you are 
probably aware of what I thi~k of 
the sheriff personally, so I w1ll not 
dwell on the fact, but what I 've 
never said is exactly what the sheriff 
implies and what meaning his aetions 
actually have. In effect, the sheriff 
has turned Bard into a microcosm of 
the real world. Every year he and the 
school play their little petty version 
of the Chicago eight game, or the 
Panther 21 game, or what have you . 
What we face here, in Amiandale-on-
Hudson, is really exactly the same 
thing that the youth (an abhorrent 
term) are facing all over the U.S. 
I wouldn't say that it was in an'{ 
manner or form, a revolution. Rather, 
it has become a fight for existence, 
and by that I nean exactly what l've 
said before, it is either him, orus. 
But Vlhat.,we fail to realize is that we 
actually have the upper hand, and 
we have a series of defenses that 
we've never tried to use. It is simple. 
We all know that what the sheriff does 
is generally illegal. Witness hi_s 
tremendous unsuccess at gettmg 
convictions. It is easy to arrest, not 
so easy to prove the case. This isa 
fact that should be turned against him, 
and cah be done so easily. That is, 
we use the law, the same thing that 
the sheriff has been so successtui at 
hiding behind for these past years. 
from page seven 
The kids coming up in high school 
all smoke dope and once that happens 
they can no longer see the function of 
our present day military. Everyone in 
high school is against the war. I think 
marijuana is related because a pot 
smoker wants as few things hasseling 
his head as possible. He becores passive 
and certainly could never cape with 
war, let alane the Army. 
I know that if Nixon ever smoke a 
joint he would look at the Vietnam 
War and say, "What the hell am I 
letting this thing hasse! my head for? 
What the hell am I doing to my 
American boys over there? And what 
the hell am I doing to the Asian 
people?" 
Grass isa term will known even in 
the grade schools although its use is 
highly limited. Vflile stuck in a traf-
fic jam on the Long Island Expressway 
I looked to my left and saw three 
school buses packed with grade school 
kids. I noticed a few looking down 
at me and I flashed them the peace 
sign. 
We can turn it against him, and he 
will find, undoubtedly to his 
consternation, that it is he that is on 
trial rather than those unfortunates 
that were standing in the wrong place 
Etarly on a Thursday morning. 
The other thing that can be used 
against him is the press. Before, the 
sheriff has always used the press 
and the newsmedia to expiait the 
students. lf anyone was ever guilty 
before being proven so, then it is 
the students arrested yearly at Bard. 
But look at the situation objectively, 
if the truth of what the sheriff has 
done was made public as quickly as 
the sheriff himself does, then we 
could turn all those morning head-
Jines around. Last year there wasn't 
even a reporter from the Poughkeepsie 
Journal on campus. TV 10"did send 
that crew around, and students 
willingly played right into their 
hands. This year we s~ould turn this 
right around. lmagine_ho'JI! it.would 
take the wind out of h1s sa1ls 1f he 
did not receive the favorable press that 
he has enjoyed in the past. 
Obviously attacking the sheriff on our 
own ground will not work. It has 
been tri.ed, and tried again. Now is 
the time to attack him on his own 
ground, because he, in reality, has no 
basis for his raids at Bard. lnstead of 
bewailing the fact when it happens, 
this year we should deiTPnstrate that 
we are willing to fight him with all 
the toots that he has used. 
And don't kid youself that he won't 
come, because he will, and _it will 
be as bad as the other times. He 
seems to want to drive us into the 
ground, and won't stop until he has. 
But if we can assume any pride on 
our parts, if we are willing tostand 
uo to him, then the tables can and 
will be turned. I don't see how we 
can consider ourselves progressive or 
revolutionary if we don't take this 
most basic step. 
It is spring, and undoubtedly it will 
be difficult for us students to apply 
ourselves to any questiont of this 
sort, yet if it is not done, then we 
~iil all end up in jail, as usual. 
Sometimes I feel like Cassandra. I 
find the whole situation very tiring, 
knowing the inevitability of some-
thing yet not being able to persuad 
anyone to do anything about the 
problem. Thisisa fact I am willing 
to live with, yet it is frustrating. It 
is fine and commendable to try 
to change the school, and to boycott 
that which you think is unfair, but I 
find it difficult to believe that at the 
same time no one has any interest in 
attacking that thing which has a real 
chanee to destroy all that has so 
carefully been fought for_. Maybe 
you can change moderation, but if 
something is not done about the_ 
sheriff, it won't mean-a damn thmg. 
-john katzenback 
The response was astounding. In a 
split second everyone in the bus was 
hanging out the window displaying 
their peace signs to the sehoc"ked 
hippie in a Mustang. Me being the 
shocked hippie in a M.lstang I decided 
to try the same experiment when I 
reached the other buses if traffic 
sould permit. It did and the same 
eleetric response ensued. I got to the 
last bus where the kids had begun to 
chant "peace", 
chant "peace ... peate ... peace" along 
with showing me their tiny peace 
signs. Realizing that the teacher 
was having difficulty controlling the 
children I did nv best to weave through 
the traffic and aw ay. 
How encouraged I was when I realized 
thatthereis no way the Youth Culture 
can be stopped when six, seven, and 
eight year olds relate and respand to 
what that culture stands for. 
---Michael Harvey 
from page two 
(arrests) with ransorns (bail) set as 
high as $28,000 and totaiinq an 
astronomical sum approaching ·one-
half million dollars. Uncountable 
heads and bodies have been smashed, 
and the repression is just beginning. 
There is a tremendous need for 
financial helo to detray the out-
rageous bail and legal defense costs. 
The meager funds available have 
been exhausted. Next week, evictions 
from the Berkeley Tenant's Union 
rent strike are beginning and mare 
bread is needed for the defense of 
the evicted tenants and possible 
busts around our attempts to keep 
people from bei ng evicted. Help us 
get our defense together! Sendas 
much money as you possible can to 
the People's Office, 1925 Grove, 
Berkeley, California, 94704. Make all 
eheeks payable to the People's Park 
Legal Defense Fund. Free the 
brothers and sisters in Berkeley! 
FREE ALL POLITICAL PRISONERS! 
To the Editor: 
We, the undersigned, are soldiers of 
the United States rrilitary Reserve 
forces. 
We wear the same uniform as the 
American troops being killed and 
A PERSONAL VIEW: 
letters 
maimed every day in Vietnam. We 
want those soldiers home---alive. 
We demand total withdrawal of ALL 
our tellow Arrerican soldiers from 
Vietnam now. Not just ground 
forces, but ALL troops. 
We demand total withdrawal now of 
all the American soldiers advising the 
armies of dictatorships throuiDout 
LatinAmerica and Asia. We don't 
want Guatemala, Thailand, or Balivia 
to become the Nietnams of the 1970s. 
One Vietnam is enough; too many 
people have been killed already to 
preserve America's overseas empire. 
As men who have served in the armed 
forces, we have seen first hand the 
dangerously growing power of 
American militarism . As soldiers 
and as citizens V\e believe we have a 
special obligation to speak out 
against it. 
L/Cpl. Stephen Pizzo, Marine Corps 
Reserve 
AB Chuck Williams, Air Force Reserve 
PFC Robert Dorrergue, Army ReservP 
---and over 250 other National Guards-
men and Reservists from all branches 
of the U.S. armed forces. Any 
member of the Reserves or Guard 
wishing to add his name may write 
P.O. Box 4398, Berkeley, Calif. 94704 
off moderation 
by Bruce Warshavsky 
"We must help students to thiflk ... 
no two students are alike. Therefore, 
rules, curricula, methods must be 
adopted to students, not the student 
to them." 
--- Dr. Bernard lddings Bell 
(President, Bard College) 
1927 
Last semester the Curriculum Com-
mittee began to study maderatian 
and propose any need ed ch an ges i n 
the system. The committee's report, 
released last month, suggested that 
the verdict of the moderation board 
be changed toa recommendation. 
I n this way the student would make 
the final de~ision as to his capabilities 
of doing Upper Cotlege work. Two 
weeks ago the faculty voted this 
proposal down. In responseto the 
faculty vote, many sophomores an-
nounced that they would refuse to 
moderate, joining the government 
students in their challenge. I hope 
their number grows and I hope they 
are successtui --- maderatian should 
be abolished . It should be abolished 
because it is a compensation for sev-
eral faults in the way this school is 
run. 
As a second admissions policy, mad-
eratian has no place at a four-year 
college. It is the job of the Ad~is­
sions Ottice to aecept students 1t 
thinks capable of meeting Bard's aca-
demic standards. It is not the job of 
the Admissions Ottice to take as 
many tuition-paying freshmen it o.an 
squeeze in, leaving the work _of aca-
demic seleetian to a rroderat1on board 
two years later. (Of course, this is 
not Mr. Haberman's fault --- decisions 
are made elsewhere.) It is good that 
Bard takes the risk of admitting 
"under-achievers" (how many of us 
aren't), but when a school of 650. 
admits over 300 freshmen, surely 1t 
knows that 50 or 1 OO of them don't 
have a chance. And maderatian 
should not be used to get rid of those 
whom the faculty calls "dead wood." 
The failure of these students should 
be noted in the classroom, notata 
maderatian hearing. lf mod,erati.~n 
is needed to judge a student s ab1hty, 
that only points to a lack of attention 
paid the student in his Lower College 
years by the faculty. And this 
shouldn't happen, especially at Bard. 
What are some of the other effects 
of moderation? It forees the student 
to specialize early, it forees him to 
take two or three required courses 
in his field before moderating, it often 
makes it difficult or inpossible to 
change majors. These are some of 
the insidious problems of maderatian 
which are not reflected in the 8% 
failure statistic. 
Many good students leave Bard in the 
first two years, and many of their 
complaints are the resultc; of the 
strictures maderatian imposes: the 
departments are narrow and confin-
ing, creativity is rare, the quality of 
Lower College education is lacking. 
The appalling drop-out rate in the 
Lower College (often used as an 
excuse for over-admissions) might be 
related to the fact that so mmy of 
the advantages of Bard education are 
deferred until the student reaches the 
Upper College. It isn't until you're a 
j~.tnior that you get a conference, or 
an art studia, and most baffling: at 
once the faculty begins to respeet 
your academic prowess. But the 
freshman and the sophomore rrust 
wait until after maderatian to begin 
an education that is in the least bit 
exciting. 
Then, of course, there is the absurd 
worry of remaining in good favor 
with the faculty at least until after 
moderation. It might be mentioned 
here that many sophomores who in 
private supported the Social Studies 
letter would not sign their names to 
it. At other tirll!s and places, profes-
sars in similar situations raised the 
issue of academic freedom. 
Some will say that maderatian is an 
important part of the Bard tradition. 
But the only tradition at Bard worth 
preserving is iconoclasm. lf we cannot 
make needed changes at this college, 
then we have tost touch with that one 
tradition which used to distinguish 
Bard from other schools. 
The restrictions moderation causes in 
the Lower College must be ended. The 
attention and criticism a student gets 
at rmderation must not remain a 





On campus busts are certainly not 
exclusive of Bard and it you look 
around you will notice a definate 
pattern of repression directed towards 
the youth culture. I recently read in 
"Newsday" that forth high school 
students fromVallev Stream, Long 
Island were busted for sale and 
possession of hashish. 
Ninety-five undercover agents worked 
for over three rronths to "get the 
goods" on these sixteen year olds. 
Big men! Grown men paid to bust 
some kids getting high. They probably 
celebrated the end result of their 
tedious labor at their local tavern. 
lnspector Henderson, Pig Chief of the 
Narcotics Division in Nassau County, 
boasted of over 1,000 arrests al ready 
this year, as compared to only 500 
arrests in all of 1969. This little 
piggie can now pass go and ealleet 
two hundred dollars. 
* * ***** 
Meanwile, back at the ranch, I 
remernber telling you a few weeks ago 
that Panther Judge Murtaugh was 
delinquent in reporting information gi· 
ven to him coneerning payoffs within 
the 1\!!w York City Police Oepartment. 
Weil, twenty years have passed since 
Murtaugh gave the gangsters a reprieve 
and n ow, twenty years later, the New 
York Tirres printed a story charging 
gross corruption in the Police Oepart-
ment. (We knew it all the time! I 
Mayor Lindsay quickly respanded by 
appointing a five man commission 
to study the problem. I can't see how 
an unbiased report can be produced by 
this commission since one of the men 
Lindsay appointed is the Chief of 
Police in the City of New York! 
* 
One unheard of solution to the number 
of deaths due to herain overdoses and 
the growing number of drug addicts 
and alcoholics might be to simply 
legalize marajuana. No explanation is 
nee<:Jed, l'm sure. Any politician who 
made the legalization of marijuana part 
of his platformwould pick up thousands 
of new votes. 
President Nixon is exposing both of his 
two faces in his latest bit of political 
maneuvering. On one face we see the 
man supporting the lowering of the 
voting age. This always confused rre 
because I knew the youth vote would 
not go to Nixon. But on Nixon's other 
face we see the man informing Congress 
that he will veto a bill which would 
make it possible for eighteen year olds 
to vote in the 1972 elections, even 
though the bill has been gliding easily 
through Congress. 
He also said that he wmts to see the 
voting age lowered by a constitutional 
amendnent instead of by a legislative 
action. However, the pracess of getting 
an emendment passed would probably 
take more time than that left before 
the 1972 election. It seems as though 
Nixon backs the youth voteas long as 
it w:m't affect him. But once it does 
awect him he playsall the consitution 
games in order to defeat it. Wlat real 
defference does it make how it be· 
comes law as long as it becomes law. 
I really hope that whenever the voting 
age is lowered, a fourth political party 
composed of young people with young 
ideas will be forr11:d. lf a battle can be 
7 
won at the polis then this is the only 
way it can be w:>n. We should have a 
candidate who sincerely understands 
and believes in the Youth Culture. 
And we should support him and vote 
him in so that meaningful human 
reforms are finally accomplished. 
It flipped rre out to see how many 
people packed Madison Square Garden 
to see the Rolling Stones. As I looked 
around me I realized that there was 
not one person in the whole place who 
wouldn't be ecstatic if the Vietnam 
was ended tomorrow. EVERYONE 
vldS at least for peace. Wlerever I go 
to see a concert whether it be in 
MICHAEL M. AHMED (518) 828~9971 
Pt•JiilMI 
* * 
"" ~~~=-~-e.----~~ ~~~~~~~ 
\Mlile l'm on the subject of Youth Cul-
ture l'd like to pass some thoughts. 
I remember a few years back when at 
the Fillmore people were uptight about 
smoking grass in the theater but we 
all knew where our heads were at in 
relation to the human experience. 
Now everyone sna>kes in the theater 
and it is mobbed with kids all too 
anxious to acknowledge a raised fist. 
EADE 
THEATRES 
MAYFAIR 338-1222 Rt. 9-W 
wkdys. True Grit at 7:~. Lawyer at 
9:45 sat. &sun. contin. from 2 pm 




starts wed., april 29 
starring calvin lockhart 
wkdys. at 2, 7, & 9 
..at. & sun. continuous from 5 pm 
starts rmy 6; two part showing of 
War & Peace 
9-W DRIVE- IN 331·6333 
rt. 9-W Kingston 
~~starts Fri., May 1 
starring academy award winner 
Goldie Hawn 
al so 
CISTLE KEEP with burt lancaster 
oridge TOLL RECEIPTS can be 
redeemed at box office. 
New York City, Port Ch ester, Post 
College, or Clueens College, people are 
getting together, getting high, and 
nowhere is anyone against immediate 
peace. 
to page six 
Receive the latest edition of 
a different underground news-
paper each week. No dupli-
catians. $10 for 6 months or 
$17 a year. A sample paeleet 
of adozen UPS papen is available 
.for $4, and a L ibrary Subscription 
to all UPS papers (about 50) 
cosu$50 for 6 months, $100 for 
one year. The above offers are 
available from UPS, Box 1603, 
Phoenix, Arizona 85001. 
Undergraduate and graduate courses for men .and women 
Two Five·Week Sessions in the Arts and Sciences 
ARTS, SCIENCES, AND 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 
Two Sessions: 
June 15- July 16 
July 20 - August 20 
MUSIC PROGAAM 
June 29- August 7 
MASTER OF ARTS PROGRAM 
June 22- July 31 
For 1970 Summer Session brochure write to: 
Day and evening courses open to 
degree, non-degree, and qualifled 
high school students. 
• teachar certification courses 
• rasidenee facllltles 
• air condltloned classrooms 
• recreatlonal facllltles 
• speciallectures, concerts, films 
• PREREGISTRATION BY MAIL 
Director of Admissions, Manhattanville College I Purci1ase, New York 10577 I (914) WHite Plalns 6-9600 
VOLKS\'fAGEN, INC. 
Route 9-G 
Hudson, N. Y. 12534 
red hook: 27 n. broadway 
758-1561 
drive-up window 
open 'til 7 p.m. 
rhinebeck: 44 e. market st. 
876-3671 
open 'til 6 p.m . 




tN PORT CH(ST(A 
friday & Saturday. May 1 & 2 
SAVOV BROWN 
JAMESGANG 






Friday & Saturday. May 15 & 16 
New York Concert Debut 
JAMES TA\'LOR 
HAMIL TON FACE 
JO·ANN KELLY 
Frtday & Saturday. May 22 & 23 
VAN MORRISON 
COUNTRY FUNK 
Friday & Saturday, May 29 & 30 
New York Concert De but 
SMALLFACES 
Featuring 
RODSTEWART 
lighting by 
Condoce 
